FOYS 98th. WINTER FAIR IS COMING SOON
Don't get caught in the rush...

On Saturday, 28th May, we will be publishing five pages in the Melbourne Herald to announce the opening of our 98th and greatest ever FOYS WINTER FAIR.

Don't be caught in the rush... Huge crowds are expected on Monday, 30th May. The above photograph taken at the time of the last Summer Fair gives a hint of what can be expected.

As a valued customer we are inviting you to pre-select from all the amazing bargains on Friday, 27th and Saturday, 28th May.

The following pages illustrate merely a few of the red hot specials which will be featured in the Melbourne Herald.

For further details of what will be for sale simply present this folder to any sales assistant at any of our four Melbourne stores. The sales assistant will then know you are a privilege customer and will show you copies of the Fair advertisements for your perusal and selection.

There are many sales but only one 'Fair'... a Foys Fair, and we look forward to seeing you on either of the pre-selection days... Friday, 27th and Saturday, 28th May or the mighty opening day on Monday, 30th May.
LADIES' PURE WOOL TWINSETS — BARGAIN

$70'—($7)

JOHN CRUNDALL CARDIGANS REDUCED

$60'—($6)
Soft hand knit look. 100% pure wool. Ten fashion colors. Sizes SW to OS.

SPORTSCRAFT SKIRTS

£7 ($14)
Wonderful value. Broken size and color range. In sizes XSSW to W.

WINTER COATS—PRICES SLASHED

£12‘10'—($25)
Famous makers in many styles and glorious fabrics. Sizes XXXSSW to W.

SLIM WOOL SKIMMER

£6 ($12)
Pure wool crepe. Soft roll collar, long sleeves. Fashion colors. XSSW to W.

WELLINGTON PURE WOOL KNIT SUITS

£15 ($30)
Two and three piece styles. New seasons colors. Many styles. Sizes XSSW-XXW.

CORD BLAZERS

$80'—($8)
Fully lined. Flat pocket. Brass buttons. Brown, green, gold. XSSW to W.

CORD SKIRT

$40'—($4)
Sheath style on waist band. Side zip. Brown, green and gold. XSSW to W.
FITTED BEAUTY, CASES — BARGAIN
40'— ($4)
Large size with plastic bottles. Detachable mirror. Many colours.

42-PCE. NORITAKE SETS BELOW WHOLESALE
£10 ($20)

BARGAIN HANIMEX TYPEWRITERS
£20 ($40)
Sturdy machine with vinyl carrying case. Including dollar key. 7/6 weekly.

WILD SPICE SOAP
12 CAKES FOR
10'— ($1)
Exclusive to Foys. Large size oval. Lightly perfumed. Pastel colours.

BARGAIN — GOSSARD BRASSIERE & PANTIE
25'— ($2.50) 45'— ($4.50)

LADY PELACO FLANNELETTE JAMA
30'— ($3)
Tailored style. Drip dry flannelette. Pretty florals. Sizes SSW to OS.

FAMOUS KAYSER BAN-LON SPENCERS
15'— ($1.50)
White, black, nude colours. Long and short sleeves. Slightly imperfect. SW-OS.

BRUSHED NYLON BY DOMINANT
30'— ($3)
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FOOTREST SHOES TO CLEAR AT
90'-$9
Discontinued styles. In black, brown, blue. Fractional fittings.

BOYS' & GIRLS' SCHOOL SHOES
29'11-$2.99
Black, hard wearing sole. Fractional fittings. 7-11. Famous.

GO-GO SLIPONS TERRIFIC VALUE
7'6-75c
Many gay colours. Fold away slippers. Vinyl for long wear and comfort.

LEADING MAKER'S MEN'S SHOES
90'-$9
Black and brown leathers. Some gradings. Top value at this price.

CHEVRON FOLDING COTETTE 42" x 24"
79'6-$7.95

HILLS QUAD SWING — VALUE
£13'19'6-£27.95
Superceded model. All new in cartons. Wonderful fun for kiddies.

FULLY AUTO 35 MM. CAMERA
£15-£30
Fully automatic. With leather case. $3.20 deposit, 10/- weekly.

CHEVRON SWINGWEIGHT BY SLAZENGER
£25-£50
Golf clubs and bag. Irons Nos. 3, 5, 7, putter and No. 2 wood. Stainless steel irons.
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GOLDEN FLEECE IN HEAVY PURE WOOL
40/- ($4) EA.
Top quality mediums. Long pants. 34 to 44 ($4.00) 40/- ea. 45 to 44 ($4.50) 40/- ea.

ALL NYLON & BLENDS BISLEY & GLO-WEAVE
40/- ($4)
By Bisley. Perfect, no-iron. Two way cuffs. White only, 14 to 18.

HILLER, HYTONE, & SQUIRES, SUITS
£20 ($40)
Ernest Hiller, Hytone wools and some Anthony Squires. Summer weight. Large size range.

TWEED OVERCOATS BY GIBSON
£12 ($24)
Heavyweight. Boxchester style or raglan sleeve. Blue, grey, 36-44.

BOYS' ALL WOOL CARDIGANS VALUE
40/- ($4)
Tom Sawyer make. With pockets. Black coffee, blue, green, 4-14 years.

GIRLS' "MERLVIC" FLANNELETTE JAMAS
10/- ($1)
Super quality. Button front style. Many floral designs. 22 to 36.

INFANTS' "MERLVIC" FLANNELETTE JAMAS
8/11 (89c)

FREIDELLE FOAMED SHOWERPROOF CAR COAT
30/- ($3)
Famous maker. Easy zipp front. Washable. Checks, plains, 2 to 5 years.
LUXURY AMERICAN BATH TOWELS — CLEAR

20/- EA. ($2)


MULTI STRIPED SHEETS IN WARM FLANNELETTE

15/- EA. ($1.50)

Warm velvet finish. Durable quality. 56 x 96 15/- ea., 63 x 99 20/- each, 80 x 99 25/- each. Value.

FAMOUS AUSTRALIAN SHEETS — SACRIFICED

20/- EA. ($2)

Smooth linen finish. 63 x 100 20/- ea., 72 x 100 25/- ea., 80 x 100 30/- ea., 90 x 100 35/- ea. Pillowcases 5/-.

GODFREY HIRST LAMBSWOOL BLANKETS

80/- EA. ($8)

Top quality lambswool. New season's multi-check designs. All guaranteed. SB size 63 x 90.

DE-LUXE HI-PILE JELDI SPREADS — £££'S OFF

95/- EA. ($9.50)

Fringed chenille spreads. Plain contemporary design. New shades. DB size ($11) 110/-.

PURE IRISH LINEN TEA TOWELS — BARGAIN

5/- (50c)

By Gibson. Absorbent quality. Super size 24 x 33. 100% linen. Don't miss this wonderful value.

TERYLENE BLEND SHANTUNG CURTAINING 48" WIDTH

10/- YD. ($1)

Beautiful draping rayon and Terylene shantung. Sunset, blue, lilac, green, violet, alabaster, avocado.

54" TWEED BOUCLE & CHECK WOOLLENS WELL BELOW COST

20/- ($2)

### PRE-FAB VANITY ROBE — FREE INSTALLATION
8' WIDE 6'6" HIGH  **£35 ($70)**
Ready to paint or polish. Top storage, large hanging space. Drawers, mirror and vanity shelf. 8/- weekly.

### DANISH DELUXE CHAIRS SENSATIONAL VALUE
"The Miami": Zipp off covers. 4" foam cushions. Blackwood or maple frames. 5/- weekly.

### 3-PCE. FLER SUITE AN INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE
£90 ($180)
Reversible cushions. Converts to double bed. Blackwood or coachwood frames. 20/- weekly.

### 3 FT. FOAM MATTRESS A BARGAIN AT ONLY
**£8 ($16)**
Covered in strong Regency stripe ticking. Smooth and firm for comfortable sleep. 4" thick. Value.

### B.B.B. 4' 6" MATTRESS & BASE FOR ONLY
£25 ($50)
Smooth top inner spring, fully guaranteed. Matching boxspring on six legs. 5/- weekly.

### 10-DRAWER CHESTS SENSATIONAL PRICE
£13'10' ($27)
48" wide x 34½" high x 18" deep. Five large and five small drawers. Ready to finish. 5/- weekly.

### 12 ft. TUFTED BROADLOOM AT STUNNING LOW PRICES
£4'19'6 YD. ($9.95)
Stippled effect and plain colors. Gold, mushroom, green, grey and grey green. This is a wonderful chance to save — while carpeting your home. Be early!

### 72 inch WIDE VINYL FLOORING SACRIFICED
19'6 YD. ($1.95)
Easy to clean. No polishing needed. In check and pastel designs. This is imported vinyl — top value at this lower than low price. But do hurry.
LARGE SIZE S.B. SUNBEAM BLANKETS
£5/19/6 ($11.95)

10 CU/FT. FRIGIDAIRE P.B. DEFROST FRIDGE
£99 ($198)

FRIGIDAIRE 4 SPEED FULLY AUTO. WASHER
£135* ($270)

FAMOUS MAKE STEAM IRONS
From
Including G.E., Hoover, Hotpoint. Perfect. $8.95.

7' x 6' UTILITY GARDEN SHED
£27/10/-

Tubular steel frame. Extras available. No dep. 7/- wk. $5.

Famous Make 11" Electric Frypans
£7/19/6

Sunbeam, Hotpoint. G'teed. Pyrex lid. Thermo Control. $15.95.

LARGE SIZE S.B. STEEL INCINERATOR
44-gal. drum size. With disc. grate, lid. $3.95.
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Pace 2 & 4-Stroke Motor Mowers
£39 gns.

Auto height adjustment. Catcher 6 gns. extra. 8/- wk. $81.90.

100 gal. tank and stand
100 gallons of oil
can also be yours!
Just
£110 ($220)

No dep. 20/- wk

1966 WONDERHEAT AUTO IGNITION OIL HEATER

Complete with
WIRING & STANDARD INSTALLATION
free
★ 100 gal. tank and stand
★ 100 gallons of oil

JASON 7-PIECE COOKWARE SET
99/11 ($9.99)

Genuine heavy ground base 3-pt. steamer, 4-pt. double saucepan. Anodised lids. 10 year guarantee.

STAINLESS TROUGH & DELUXE CABINET
£14/19/6 ($29.95)

Complete with plug and washer. First quality. 30 year guarantee. 5/- wk.

TOP BRAND AUTO. CLOTHES DRYER
£32* ($64)

Fan controlled with 2 heats, 4-hour auto. timer. Roomy. 10/- weekly.

Famous Prestige Pressure Cooker
69/11


4-Speed Portable Record Player
£12/19/6

Sturdy metal case. Compact design. 90 days g'tee. $25.95.

METAL FOLDING CLOTHES AIRER
20/-


HOOVER TANGI HEATERS — VALUE
£9/7/6 ($18.75)

Even less with trade in. Unique air beam principle. Faster, safer.
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